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**Book Review**


Leaving aside its notoriety as a vector of trypanosomiasis in Africa, the tsetse fly has been a most fortunate insect in that it has had some really lovely prose lavished on it over the years. Comparable texts (in historical order) of Patrick Buxton (1955), John Ford (1971) and Tony Jordan (1986) were all beautifully written and, for different generations of researchers, contained cornucopias of detail and opinion for the tsetse novice to sink his/ her teeth into. Given the very high quality we are used to in books that have covered tsetse, how does this latest work shape up?

Buxton offered very robust views on other people’s data and interpretation, which made his book such an enjoyable read. Ford offered a completely new slant on the history of trypanosomiasis and how it had shaped the history of Africa—a book often difficult to follow as John offered the reader little in the way of guidelines. Jordan gave us the nitty-gritty of control and introduced entomologists/parasitologists to the wonderful world of economics. Stephen Leak attempts to cover the territory of all 3 of his predecessors: tsetse biology, epidemiology and control and does this most successfully. The world of tsetse research has thrived on conflict but there is little hint in this book of the vitriol that this insect has inspired over the years. The author is very, perhaps too, even-handed with the literature, offering little in the way of personal opinion or reflection.

I have a few quibbles. How can anyone now seriously doubt that Trypanosoma brucei rhodesiense originated around Lake Victoria? ‘To spray or not to spray?’, that is the question on the lips of tsetse workers these days having witnessed the false dawn of ‘appropriate technology’. Whither sustainability? How one would have relished a comparison of the, very different, Francophone and Anglophone approaches to tsetse and trypanosomiasis control. Stephen prefers not to come down off the entomological fence.

But these are trifles. Stephen Leak has spent most of his adult life working with tsetse, either killing or researching them, and it shows. This is Stephen’s magnum opus and students of tsetse must be grateful that the publishers, in association with the International Livestock Research Institute, have allowed such a detailed book by a single author. The book is very comprehensive and up to date on techniques (from geographical information systems to polymerase chain reaction) and the literature (114 pages of references including 1998 publications). Here we have 568 pages of tsetse which will be a godsend for the field worker and PhD student alike and its wealth of detail will, no doubt, help resolve many coffee table rows (especially in my household).
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